Red China is Still Not in the UN

UNITED NATIONS (UPI) - The United States declared Tuesday that to seat Communist China in the United Nations would disrupt the world organization and weaken the Security Council.

U.S. Ambassador J.R. Wiggins voiced Washington's objections to Red China's admission as the world organization took up for the 19th time the question of who represents the 700 million mainland Chinese.

Albania, Peking's voice in the West, urged that the United Nations throw out Nationalist China in favor of Red China. It said the Nationalist Chinese had not responded to the Communist Chinese' plea in the world body, with the help of U.S. "imperialists" and Soviet "revisionists.

"Peking has shown nothing but hostility and contempt for the United Nations," Wiggins told the General Assembly in the second day of its annual China debate. "Its leaders even speak of 'transforming' the United Nations, of altering its membership and of rewriting its history before they will consent to have a seat here," he said.

"The participation of Peking in the United Nations at this juncture...would be a source of discord and disruption in the U.N. efforts to discharge it heavy responsibilities," he said.

South Vietnam To Send No Delegation

UNITED NATIONS (UPI) - South Vietnam said in a statement yesterday it has no intention to send a delegation to the Paris Vietnam War talks under present conditions.

The statement came from the South Vietnam observer mission the United Nations and said that at no time had the Saigon government accepted the idea of four way negotiations with the Viet Cong's National Liberation Front sitting as a separate delegation.

The mission accused the Communists of bad faith in continuing to bombard South Vietnamese towns and cities after U.S. air strikes at North Vietnam were suspended.

Meanwhile in Paris

PARIS (UPI) - The United States and Hanoi agreed tacitly yesterday to a new postponement of expanded Paris talks on Vietnam despite warnings by allied diplomats that serious new fighting may erupt in South Vietnam unless the conference is convened soon.

By quiet accord, North Vietnamese and American officials decided to delay the start of the talks until the Saigon government agreed to take part.

The deadlock over the status of the negotiating teams at the talks deepened when Hanoi again flatly rejected Saigon's latest demand that the Viet Cong representatives be invited only as members of North Vietnam's delegation.

Under the Saigon proposal put forward by President Nguyen Van Thieu, Hanoi would first accord an invited delegation with the United States playing a secondary role in virtual bilateral negotiations.

Beneath the brilliant Huddle mural, Notre Dame's free speech forum prospered. Pat Barboh INCLUDED the thronging masses as organizer Bill Beyer stands ready to take the podium. For the full story see page three.

THE OUGHTER

CIA Bill Falls in Senate

The Student Senate rejected a bill condemning the Central Intelligence Agency for its actions last night by a roll call vote of 23-11 after extended debate.

In other action the Senate approved several recordings and additions to the judicial code of the University, and passed a bill supporting the rationale of Lyons Hall establishing weekend parietal hours. The Senate also created a seven-man special committee which will define the Senate and its functions.

Shortly before 9:30 p.m. the Senate suspended the rules by a two-thirds vote in order to take the CIA off the table.

The bill was submitted by Lyons Senator Mike Kendall and stay Senator Rob Rigney in a one-page motion.

The declaration of the bill said, "Therefore, since the Central Intelligence Agency's actions have violated the principles of an open democratic society and conflict with the ideals of a Christian university and its country, the Notre Dame student Senate goes on record as being firmly opposed to the violations of these violations." It also asked the University president to deny the CIA space on the campus for interviews.

Kendall said in support of his bill, "The CIA has engaged in propaganda, intervention and bribery here and abroad." Later, he said, "The CIA has disregarded for democratic control. The Senate and the House cannot control the actions of its own intelligence office." He said the bill was a censure of the actions of the agency and not of its basic conception.

Fellow Lyons Senator John Rank said, "He's asking the Senate to make a moral decision for the students of a University." Dooley Diefenbach of Carroll maintained that his constituents wanted the Senate to concern itself only with student life and academics and not with questions which do not affect the students directly.

Student Body President Richard Roane said, "The University has no obligation to be an employment agency, moral, legal, or otherwise." He also said, "The CIA is dedicated to the destruction of the very principles this university was founded on."

He said the University implicitly endorses the CIA by allowing it on campus. Roane added, "To be open doesn't mean the University is mindless, valueless or has to cater to an agency dedicated to its destruction." He said that the students should not be afraid to make a moral decision.

Roane appointed Mike Kendall, Bob Howley, Richard Hunter, Jim Mancini, Larry Kickham and Mike Shaughnessy to the Senate-evaluation committee.

Fred Diederich will chair the committee whose report is due in one week. Roane said it was "time to discuss the Senate's role and relevancy."

Several changes were made in the judicial code. Rigney noted that three statements agreed upon by the Board of Trustees last spring were not incorporated in the judicial code booklet which was issued this year. The amended sections were (1) that the hall judicial boards have complete jurisdiction over hall violations; (2) that the Dean of Students must inform a student of all his rights; and (3) that the Student Judicial Board shall have a trial board of five members with a four-fifths vote needed for convictions.

The Senate approved all these additions and sent them on to the Student Life Council. It also changed the number of members of the final appeals board from three to six; two students, two faculty members and two Administration officials.

Rank's motion to support the Lyons rationale on parietals was explained by Hall President Barney King. He gave three reasons: inadequacy of lounge facilities, dramatization to the Administration of the problem and an attempt to define realms of authority within the University.

The statement in part read, "We are appalled at the attempt of the ruling bodies of the University to appease student unrest in this and similar matters by allowing students to judge their peers in relation to laws which they did not make. Thus, in response to our basic communicative need and recognizing the persistence of the University hierarchy in ignoring these problems and their continuing encouragement of the development of "meaningful communities", "the hall set weekend hours effective immediately."

Tonight in the Dining Hall:

A petition concerning the situation in Biafra will be circulated and a collection to aid the starving Biafrans will be taken up tonight in the Dining Halls. The efforts are sponsored by the Student Senate and the Human Affairs Commission of Student Government.
Professionalism at Grumman ...is personal development programs

As a graduating engineer, how can you position yourself so that your career chances are constantly optimized? Answer—get with an aerospace company where the optimum conditions are . . . Grumman. Here we take a keen interest in seeing that our engineers and scientists develop personally. We are sincerely interested in their personal progress within the company . . . that they keep abreast of the sweeping advances in technology, not because they can contribute more (although this is true), but more because it makes for greater individual and company progress and well-being. Job satisfaction, if you will. Let's look at these personal development programs.

Tuition Reimbursement Program
Directly applicable to their work, these programs offer engineers and scientists financial assistance for graduate studies at the many institutions in the Long Island-New York area.

In-Plant Courses
Engineering courses, particularly those not available at neighboring institutions, to deepen technical knowledge to the specific needs of the engineering sections.

College Industry Courses
Selective attendance for rapid technical updating on fundamentals, theoretical methods and design information. (One to two weeks' duration.)

Engineering Masters Fellowship Program
To enhance creative design capability, one-year fellowships, renewable for a second year, are awarded to new engineering Bachelor of Science graduates and engineers with a year or more company service. The program combines two days of graduate school study each week with on-the-job assignments (in fixed or rotating assignments) and covers payment of full tuition, books, fees, a stipend, and a salary at engineering hourly rates for the hours worked.

Here then is a real opportunity for graduating engineers in AE, CE, EE, ME, IE, Physics and Chemical Engineering . . . to take their place in the continuum of technology that is Grumman. Grumman representatives will be ON CAMPUS NOVEMBER 20

Special Election
O-Senator
Meeting for All Interested
Wednesday 7:00 PM
Student Center
Amphitheatre

We Churchills
John Spencer Churchill, author, painter, and nephew of Winston Churchill, will speak at the Engineers’ Convocation at Notre Dame today at 8 p.m. “We Churchills:” The lecture is sponsored by the SUAC.

John Churchill is a distinguished writer and painter, and he was in close touch with Winston Churchill during this leader’s most active years. Sir Winston first encouraged his nephew to paint and write. The uncle and nephew often painted together.

John Churchill was educated at Harrow and Oxford and studied painting, sculpture, and architecture in art centers throughout Europe. During World War II he served as a major in the British Counter-Intelligence and took part in the evacuation of Dunkirk. He now lives in the south of France.

He has written two books: The Churchill Canvas; and Behind the Churchill Canvas. This latter book is to be published soon.
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YAF ENDORSES GLEN CORSO FOR FRESHMAN PRESIDENT
IF ELECTED HE WOULD
- Establish a Club '72 with Fresh Key Cards
- Run mixers with I.U. at South Bend
- Open house on 3rd floor of La Fortune for Freshmen
- Establish a weekly Freshman Newsletter
- Establish a Pass-Fail system in theology
- Have Active Presentation of Freshman View before SLC and Senate

Editor:

It was with great dismay that I learned of the effort on the part of our student body president and certain student senators to bar the CIA from recruiting on campus. According to Mr. Rosie, the rationale behind the move is that a Christian university is dedicated to certain humanistic and moral values, and that to allow an organization such as the CIA to appear on campus would be to prostitute these values.

However, the fact that the speaker policy, if we have one, is a decision made by the student representatives and is not a federal law, puts the CIA in a position where it has to abide by the policies set forth by the student body representatives.

The House of Vision, Inc.
Craftsmen in Optics
FOR THE FINEST EYEGASSES AND CONTACT LENSES
THE SHERLAND BLDG.--132 S. MICHIGAN ST. CENTRAL 2-1468
The House of Vision, Inc.
Main Office: 125 N. Washington Ave., Chicago

NOW RENTING
NOTRE DAME AVENUE STUDENT APARTMENTS

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
CALL 272-7656

Located five blocks from campus on Notre Dame Ave. Each apartment is designed for four students and is completely modern in every detail. Many outstanding features make these apartments the most desirable off-campus student housing in the area.

- Electric heating and air conditioning
- Private patios, balconies
- Wall-to-wall carpeting
- Party bar
- Complete modern kitchen with range, refrigerator, garbage disposer, cooking utensils, dishes, toaster, glasses, silverware, etc.
- Completely furnished—tables, chairs, beds, desks, lamps, drapes, pictures, etc.
- Sound conditioning, fireproof construction
- Wired for TV, telephone
- Lighted, paved parking area (all you add is love)

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPERS INC.

SATURDAY, DEC. 28 - 1 pm - 10 pm
Jose Feliciano • Country Joe and the Fish • Buffy Sainte Marie • Chuck Berry • The Infinite McCrae • John Mayall’s Bluesbreakers • Booker T. and The M.G.’s • Dino Valente • Festwood Mac

SUNDAY, DEC. 29 - 1 pm - 10 pm
Steppenwolf • Jr. Walker and the All Stars • Butterfield Blues Band • Flatt and Scruggs • Marvin Gaye • Joni Mitchell • The Bostons • Richie Havens • James Cotton Blues Band • H. P. Lovecraft

MONDAY, DEC. 30 - 1 pm - 10 pm
Jose Feliciano • Canned Heat • The Turtles • Ian and Sylvia • The Grass Roots • Chariots of Fire • Lloyd Quartet • Sweet Inspirations • The Grateful Dead

PLUS EVERY DAY:
The 1968 National Traveling Celtic Drag, The Great Tributary Side; hundreds of Arts and Crafts Displays, The Merrie Tropic Tour and a full Miami Menu; Nighttime Great; Wandering Musicians; Blue Meuseys on Parade; Things to Buy and Eat; 20 Acres of Hidden Surprises; Beautiful Gardens; World’s First Electronic Speakeasy; Stratosphere Bar; Kalamazoo Elephants

10% DISCOUNT COUPON
MIAMI POP FESTIVAL
P.O. BOX 2600 MIAMI, FLORIDA 33101
NO. TICKETS SAT. DEC. 28 @ $6.00 EA.
NO. TICKETS SUNDAY, DEC. 29 @ $6.00 EA.
NO. TICKETS MON. DEC. 30 @ $6.00 EA.
$6.00 includes all admission tickets at the door
if available: $7.99.
I have enclosed $_____________ in check or money order payable to Miami Pop Festival.
I understand that the management does not guarantee admission if the pass is postmarked later than Dec. 9, 1968.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City _____________________________
State __________ Zip __________

VOTE GREG STEPIC PRESIDENT
OF CLASS ’72

STANKUS
FOR VICE-PRESIDENT

S.M.C. girls needed to sell stationery at S.M.C. personalized with S.M.C. seal quick easy money contact David L. R. 1237
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**Doan's Dow and The Demonstrators**

By Paul Schroeder

Now that George C. Wallace has offered up his relative political obscurity it looks as if Dow Chemical Co. has again been selected to replace him as number one patsy for the campus activists.

Ever since last spring when the Exponent folded up their tables and went back to the home office to lick their wounds, company executives have been wracking their brains to come up with suitable defense to bridge what their Public Relations men have coined as "The Understanding Gap". Which might be something of an understatement when you consider that last week 2000 demonstrators damn near inland one of their recruiters at the University of Wisconsin - briefer, folding table et al.

Never the less, the kind harried gentlemen from Dow have been spending quite a bit of money lately in an effort to head off the protestors. Full page ads in college newspapers all over the country aren't cheap.

A few weeks ago picked up the tab for a full page ad in the Daily Princetonian whom they had invited up for a two day conference. We were wined and dined and (very subtly of course) expected to pander to the demands of the Exponent of Dow. Their hope was, and they made no pretense of it, that we would then pass on some of this information to the potential demonstrators back home. Ted Doan, the president, held a long question and answer session about napalm. The whole thing boiled down to a dialogue that went something like this:

"You say, Doan, "Dow makes napalm, and napalm kills people so Dow is a murderer, right?" Wrong. Dow also makes an obscure little chemical called Linuron which has reduced the number of measles cases reported throughout the world from 4 million ten years ago to less than 400,000 today. But who cares? Dow is still guilty because we make a profit from napalm. Well, let it be known that a responding one half of one percent of our total profit is derived from the production of napalm."

"Okay," we asked, "if the napalm profit is so small, and the adverse publicity has been so costly (which Doan readily admits is the case) then why bother? What kind of business are you running that you continue to produce a product that is losing you money and prestige?"

And Ted Doan, the President of Dow Chemical Company answered: "We make napalm because we feel we have to...and we intend to continue making napalm because we feel that in light of the United States is sending men to war it is unthinkable that we would not supply them with the material they need."

So, here is the real issue - the morality of a value judgement made by another individual. Protest demonstrations and pickets against napalm are useless in the face of a statement like this: "We as a company have made a moral judgement on the goals of our government and we support them."

The fact is that Dow is not about to stop producing napalm and all the protesting in the world isn't going to change it. At least not the kind of protesting we saw last spring here at Notre Dame or the kind that went on in Madison last week.

However, since many of us still feel that Dow's decision is a mistake, a lethal mistake, we too are forced to take a moral stand in opposition. But we must make our protest in another way - the use of reason and dialogue, by demonstrating not against the product but against the philosophy which prompted it.

Unfortunately, past efforts have only served to strengthen the Dow position. The company profits were way up last year and so was recruiting. All of which would indicate to the company that the majority of its students do not condone their decision to support the government's policy in southeast Asia. Perhaps the majority of us do support the war effort. If so, then the protestors are protesting in the wrong place. They should be standing with their signs in front of the room across the hall where down the columns we suspect that the majority of us just don't give a damn...and to have no opinion at all is the same as supporting the Dow position because Dow has the power to change things fast but even Dow chemical needs us to tell it where the changes must be made.

And yet, you can't coerce or pressure a man (or a corporation) out of a moral judgement; you can only reason with him, try to persuade him to see things differently. And by the same token, you cannot waste time sitting at minor windmills like napalm all the while ignoring the crucial fact that these men at Dow sincerely believe that their decision to support the war is justifiable. They are open to dialogue and they encourage discussion. One short letter from a concerned student which questions their judgement will have more effect than any number of demonstrators.

The time has come for a new approach. Napalm is no longer the issue, only perhaps a symbol. And the people who are out there protesting napalm seem to have missed the point. They have succeeded in creating much sound and fury with very few positive results.

---

**On Serving the Campus**

**"As A Whole"**

LAFFAYETTE, (UP) — William R. Smoot II said he "won a major battle for collegiate journalism" when he was reinstated Monday as executive-in-chief of the Purdue University student newspaper.

Fired last Friday, Smoot was reinstated, at least temporarily, Monday afternoon by university president Dr. Frederick L. Hovde after a meeting between Hovde, Smoot and Donald R. Mallett, vice president for student services. Smoot was dismissed by Mallett on the grounds that the Exponent under his direction was not serving the campus as a whole.

The dismissal was met with a series of protests from students and other persons, including the Lafayette chapter of the Indiana Civil Liberties Union.

Smoot said he had "won a major battle for collegiate journalism. The issues were clearly censorship and freedom of the press."

"The students and faculty are willing to stand up, no force can take that freedom away," Smoot said.

The Exponent staff declared its members as the publisher of the paper when it met Sunday and voted unanimously to stand behind Smoot. An extra edition was published Saturday about Smoot's dismissal.

In a statement made at the time of Smoot's dismissal, Mallett has said the university was publisher of the newspaper, and that the Exponent, "by its preoccupation with particular points of view failed to report campus activities that are of daily significance to its readers."

Smoot remained on duty for all issues of the paper after his dismissal was announced although his name was removed from the staff roll in the extra edition.

"I want to commend President Hovde for not being stubborn and making a sensibly decision that avoided an ugly situation," Smoot said.

When he was dismissed Smoot said he believed Mallett's action was promoted by the use of "dirty words" in a column written in criticism of Hovde. The column accused Hovde's decision to permit open discussion of the campus despite protests from militant groups about the Central Intelligence Agency and other federal employers.

Hovde said a committee would be assigned to study the Exponent's mechanics and editorial policy.

Smoot said he and his staff would welcome the study. He said a new committee would be composed of students, faculty and administrators and would report by Dec. 1.

"This in effect holds in abeyance the unanimous judgment of my staff to remove the editor from his office immediately," Hovde said.

A student boycott of classes scheduled today was called off after Smoot's reinstatement. The boycott apparently had widespread support.

---

**Salt and Pepper**

Sammy Davis, Jr. and Peter Lawford turn out painfully predictable performances in a painfully predictable film about Sammy Davis, Jr. and Peter Lawford. (State; 1:20, 3:20, 5:20, 7:30, 9:20)

**The Boston Stranger**

Twentieth Century-Fox presents the Boston Stranger starring Tony Curtis, Robert Loggia and George Kennedy. There is little more to say except that Plakas's direction is appropriately realistic and Tony Curtis acts surprisingly well to a mediocre script.

**Trouble in Mind**

Ulysses (1967) A sortie into Joyce country. The subject is the ineluctable modality of the visible. The purpose is to encounter the reality of experience, to learn what the heart is, to forge with the artist and the buffoon the uncreated conscience of the race. God. Save. Our. Sitting on his throne, sucking red jububes white. (Avon Art Theatre; 6:30, 9)

2001: A Space Odyssey — Stanley Kubrick's prophetic myth of ourselves thirty-three years hence. He introduces the idea of an extraterrestrial intelligence, which much diminishes mankind's small achievement in stumbling upward from apehood in the direction of computers. 2001 is, if not great, at least very very very funny. (Colfax; 2, 8)

**Prospects in Films**

Opening Friday at the River Park is Rachel, Rachel. It is a gentle, piercing active film about a thirty five year schoolteacher, played by Joanne Woodward under the brilliant direction of the late George Cukor. The performances are from Nov. II through Nov. 24.
The Dining Halls

Student dissatisfaction with Notre Dame dining hall facilities is at a level unequalled in recent times. A general recognition seems even to have permeated to the Administration that some steps must be taken to improve the quality of the food and guard against food poisoning. The student delegation which met with officials appears favorably disposed towards renovating food services here.

Clearly some action must be taken after the mass sickness of two weeks ago and similar incidents. The Senate's Student Life Committee has undertaken considerable research already on such matters as the Saga Food Services, but its efforts have been hampered by a refusal of the Administration to make public the budget of the dining halls.

The comprehensiveness of the work done thus far leads us to believe that the Senate committee acting with a reactivated dining hall council would well provide a solution to the current problem. The Saga matter, if we are to believe the evidence gathered so far, holds out special promise. However, the Administration should cooperate, not simply in replacing personnel as in the past but in overhauling the entire present system. And the merits of what is being done by concerned Senators must be recognized instead of viewed with suspicion.

Free Speech

The Huddle yesterday became more than another subsidiary of the University enterprises as approximately two hundred students watched thirty others participate in Notre Dame's first forum for open discussion.

Under normal circumstances the idea for the forum would have died at the Library Coffee Hour where it was born or been buried as but one more suggestion brought before the deaf ear of a University official. Rarely have we seen such an example of effective and positive action at Notre Dame.

The Huddle was the idea for the forum chosen to act rather than merely talk. They moved with speed and they had the presumption to assume that the Huddle is a student facility. Thanks to their action, the open forum is a reality, and the Huddle is more than an inefficient overpriced monopoly.

John was a good student at a good, all-male Catholic high school and was elected to the National Honor Society and worked on the school yearbook and liked science and mathematics.

John was also a good athlete and played a pretty good defensive end and was almost elected captain of the team his senior year when his school only lost one game. And John also played a fair left field though Lou Brock will never worry. And besides all this John was president of his senior class.

And John went with Karen and everybody thought they would be married someday. John was the all-American boy.

And as all-American boys do when it is time to go to college they think of Notre Dame, the all-American university. So John graduated from . . . Prep in . . . (fill in the appropriate names) and took his guitar, and a picture of Karen and his dreams and came to South Bend.

And John came and moved into his room with another all-American boy from another city. And John combed his short blond hair, slipped on his new stud suit and heard all the speeches at freshman orientation and settled down to a wonderful four years at the all-American catholic university.

And most of all John came to the football games where Ara Parseghian ran his monsters up and down the field until there was too much snow and then went to California to finish. And John went to the pep rallies where all the all-American boys loudly cheered for their school and their football players. And John yelled "Ara, Ara" and yelled at all the players and sang the "Victory March" and then poured out into the cold fall air in his sweat-soaked crudely clothes and walked back to his hall.

And John drank a few beers and then thundered down in and sat through an Avon Art special.

And after two weeks at school John bought a Notre Dame jacket with the golden shamrock on the front and the words on the back and wore proudly to all the games and into town and everywhere.

And every night John would take his books to the library and study a little and look at the girls a lot. Then he would come back to his hall and men around until food sales opened and then went to bed.

And John also complained, about the food in the dining halls and about what a lousy place South Bend was, about how ugly St. Mary's girls were and about his teachers.

And John's parents came up for one game and Karen came up for homecoming and everyone went back home and school went on.

But after his freshmen year, John decided that maybe engineering wasn't his field and he switched into business administration. John wasn't good enough to play on the varsity baseball team so he joined one of the minor sports to keep himself in shape.

And when elections came around John voted for Richard Rossetti who stood up for the rights of students. But he smiled contentedly when Nixon was elected president.

And during his junior year John even grew long sideburns and thought of moving off campus. But when he became a senior he brought his car and stayed on campus anyway.

And when graduation time came, John's parents and Karen and all his well-wishing relatives came and drank and wished John well and were happy. And John the all-American boy, graduate of the all-American school, took his diploma and a month later married Karen.

And John put his Notre Dame jacket away but sometimes he got it out and looked at it and thought about his four years at Notre Dame.

And John looked for a job and told the man he was from Notre Dame and the man was impressed and hired John and in a few years John was making $40,000.

And John and Karen had two children, a boy and a girl, and he raised them as good Catholics and they grew up, went to school, and were married and moved away with their own families.

And all these years John had donated to the Notre Dame fund and so got good tickets for the football games. And five times a year John and Karen would go back to South Bend to the games. And John was happy and content and lived in the suburbs.

And after 68 years John was buried. But John did not really die because he had done that long ago.
Free Speech in the Huddle

A crowd which at time numbered over 200 was on hand in the Huddle during the noon hour yesterday for the second session of the new Open Forum. After some hesitancy at first, over 20 students stepped forward to express opinions on subjects ranging from academic reform to the Central Intelligence Agency.

Rev. Charles I. McCarragher gave Forum organizers Bill Beyer and Don Wycliff the final go-ahead to hold the sessions in the Huddle. With O.K. of the Huddle, Beyer opened the forum at noon with the words "I came here yesterday and I'm back today for one major reason. I want to provoke thought and provoke discussion here or anywhere. This dialogue and discussion is the basis, the essence of the university and of education. This is what is going on here and I'm back to express opinions on the university line of inquiry. The university should be run by a Black graduate student, who contended "I came here from a big Black University, Howard. What you are doing here is what I call militant masturbation. If there's something we want to do here, let's go out and do it...I'm willing to help you. I'm willing to be paternalistic."

As the discussions went on, Central Intelligence Agency recruiting became the central topic of discussion. Free University head Rick Libowitz spoke for the recruiting even as he denounced the organization. Libowitz stated "Two years ago there was a big stink here about the University not allowing the two priests who led the boycott at St. John's to speak here. All the liberals were up in arms over this. Now those same people don't want the C.I.A. to recruit here."

Student Body President Richard Rossie argued from a different point of view, stating "I don't think the university always lets us pursue the truth the way we want to pursue it. We are not just students and faculty anymore. We are the learners; We are the university. We have to reevaluate the whole structural atmosphere of American higher education in this light. The students and faculty should become the university."

From the basis of Lannie's remarks, conversation immediately centered on Notre Dame. Junior Sam Boyle stated "The university should be run with mutual respect between the three major parties. Each should control its own part of university life. We don't have the respect here now." Sophomore Charles Lannie, visiting Professor of Education from New York University, contended "I don't think the university always lets us pursue the truth the way we want to pursue it. We are not just students and faculty anymore. We are the learners; We are the university. We have to reevaluate the whole structural atmosphere of American higher education in this light. The students and faculty should become the university."

"I think there are many more things I feel are wrong with Notre Dame than what the average radical thinks are wrong. The university should be a quest for truth and for what is right...Whenever I look at Notre Dame, I can't see people looking for the truth."

Two speakers differed from the university line of inquiry. Junior Tom MacCarry took the position that "The contradictions of the university...The university is part and parcel of the establishment. You can't build a pure university in an impure society. If we're going to have a revolution it will be through an alliance with working people and other alienated people of society." A stronger position embracing the Open Forum itself was expressed by a Black graduate student, who contended "I came here from a big Black University, Howard. What you are doing here is what I call militant masturbation. If there's something we want to do here, let's go out and do it...I'm willing to help you. I'm willing to be paternalistic."

"I don't think the university always lets us pursue the truth the way we want to pursue it. We are not just students and faculty anymore. We are the learners; We are the university. We have to reevaluate the whole structural atmosphere of American higher education in this light. The students and faculty should become the university."

From the basis of Lannie's remarks, conversation immediately centered on Notre Dame. Junior Sam Boyle stated "The university should be run with mutual respect between the three major parties. Each should control its own part of university life. We don't have the respect here now." Sophomore Charles Lannie, visiting Professor of Education from New York University, contended "I don't think the university always lets us pursue the truth the way we want to pursue it. We are not just students and faculty anymore. We are the learners; We are the university. We have to reevaluate the whole structural atmosphere of American higher education in this light. The students and faculty should become the university."

"I think there are many more things I feel are wrong with Notre Dame than what the average radical thinks are wrong. The university should be a quest for truth and for what is right...Whenever I look at Notre Dame, I can't see people looking for the truth."

Two speakers differed from the university line of inquiry. Junior Tom MacCarry took the position that "The contradictions of the university...The university is part and parcel of the establishment. You can't build a pure university in an impure society. If we're going to have a revolution it will be through an alliance with working people and other alienated people of society." A stronger position embracing the Open Forum itself was expressed by a Black graduate student, who contended "I came here from a big Black University, Howard. What you are doing here is what I call militant masturbation. If there's something we want to do here, let's go out and do it...I'm willing to help you. I'm willing to be paternalistic."
The Irish Eye

By Terry O'Neil, sports editor

On TV Again

The Notre Dame-Southern California football game, Nov. 30, will be televised nationally, live and in color.

It will be ND's third tube appearance of the season, following a regional telecast of the Sept. 28 Purdue game and a national airing of the Sept. 5 Michigan State battle.

The Irish-Trojan clash has been planned as ABC's "Wild Card" game since last April. According to an agreement with NCAA officials, the network may broadcast nationally one game which sparks great interest, but does not appear on the television schedule released before the beginning of the season.

Haines will be a second half of a TV doubleheader that day. Army vs. Navy in Philadelphia is the opener.

Sad Irony

It is sad irony that Georgia Tech's starting quarterback, Larry Good, will almost certainly miss Saturday's game with a knee injury.

This isn't the same, erratic Larry Good who faced the Irish as a substitute for Kim King in Atlanta last November. The guy picked up an arm somewhere during the off-season.

After just five and a half games this year, Good was on the threshold of every school passing mark for one season! He needed just nine throwing attempts, 20 completions and 66 yards for a record-book sweep.

But on the fourth play of the second half against Tulane (Tech's sixth game of the season), Good strained knee ligaments. He has not played since then and may not be healed in time for Tech's finale, Nov. 30 at Georgia.

If so, his 1968 passing slats will read: 93 completions, 133 attempts, .508 average, six touchdowns and 1,266 yards gained. All that in less than six games.

Good's greatest hour came in 62-20 upset victory over Auburn Oct. 19. He hung up 17 completions in 27 tries for 232 yards and two TDs. All of which prompted Yellowjacket coach Bud Carson to say, "Larry Good has to be the best quarterback in the South and he may very well be the best in the nation."

(Bud Carson, it should be footnoted, is a helluva guy, but he tends to get carried away on occasion.)

One would expect Tech's season to have ended with Good's knee injury.

However, Carson went to the bullpen for a pair of reserve signal-callers, senior Ken Bonifay and sophomore Jack Williams, each of whom throws with a proper sense for the dramatic. To wit, the 18-year-old phenom wanted to go to Tech ever since he was a fifth-grader.

"There are all kinds of pressures on the boy from many other schools," said Jacket coach Bud Carson early last May. "He doesn't want to leave Atlanta. He wants to go to Tech. In fact, he's been calling me twice a week for the last couple months, asking me to persuade his dad to let him sign the letter of intent. But his father insists on watching for the baseball offers"

"The best athlete I've recommended to the home office in my scouting career." So the Giants drafted him and wrote, "$70,000" on the contract. But Mr. Dudish didn't want to hear anything except six figures. The Giants said, "Have a nice time at Tech" and that's where Charlie is today.

"In my career college is something less than fantastic to date. The Baby Jackets lost their opener 27-14 to Miami Oct. 12. Dudish entered that game with a shoulder injury he suffered in an earlier scrimmage with the varsity. Nevertheless, he passed for one TD and ran for a two-point conversion in getting Tech a 14-7 halftime lead.

He saw no action after intermission. The GT Frosh frothed Clenon 13-10 Oct. 25, but Dudish, still hurting, played very briefly.

Last Saturday, Dudish's shoulder was completely healed and he started for Tech against Florida State. He had gained a few yards rushing and was 0-for-1 passing midway through the first quarter. Then, while rolling out, he was hit by an FSU defender and knocked cold. That was all Florida State saw of Dudish. He is supposed to be back at top speed for the Tech-Tennessee game tomorrow.

Other Injuries

Tech's injury list this week includes many others besides Good. Most recent losses are defensive right tackle Lou Santospago and tailback Gene Spiotta.

Santospago suffered both knee and ankle ailments last week against Navy. His replacement will be sophomore Rich Gardner.

Spiotta broke his ankle in the first quarter of the Middle game. He finished the contest, however. Precautionary X-rays uncovered the hairline fracture Monday.

Surgeon Optimistic for T.H.H.

"The operation went very well and I'm very optimistic for him," said Dr. Leslie Bodnar last night, following an hour and a half operation on injured Irish quarterback Terry Hanratty.

Bodnar confirmed earlier speculation that the ligament had been torn off the bone on the inside of Hanratty's left knee. "It was about a two and a half inch tear, one of the least serious I've seen."

"I made a study two years ago of 65 cases I had encountered. All were football players who had undergone ligament surgery. I found that 92 per cent returned or could have returned to activity, however, that does not mean that all those who came back were moving at full speed after their surgery."

"The extent of the injury had been difficult to diagnose," Dr. George Colip said. "The decision to operate turned out to be wise since there was more damage to an inner ligament than was possible to determine from pre-surgical examination."

Hanratty will be confined to St. Joseph's Hospital for a week and will be required to wear a cast for six weeks. During his three year career, he broke a dozen individual Notre Dame records and was within reach of six more.

Whitmore Bags 41

Bob Whitmore and Austin Carr combined for 75 points last night to lead the blue team over the whites 127 to 114 in Three Rivers, Michigan. Whitmore led all scorers with 41 while Carr chipped in with 34. Dwight Murphy led the white squad with 30.
The Observer's Ex-Irish Pro Contest concludes today. Numbers 19 and 20 are included in this edition along with other pictures previously shown.

Follow these rules and take a shot at $25.

1. The contest is open only to Notre Dame and St. Mary's students registered as undergraduates in September, 1968.

2. In the spaces provided below, identify the 20 former Notre Dame gridders who now play pro football.

3. Take your entry to sports editor Terry O'Neil, 219 Badin Hall. No entries will be accepted at the Observer office. Deadline is noon, Thursday Nov. 14.

4. The entrant who correctly identifies the most players will be declared the winner and awarded $25. If necessary, a tie-breaker will dissolve a first-place deadlock.

5. Every entry must be accompanied by the contestant's name, local address and student I.D. number.

6. The winner will be announced in Monday's Observer.

7. No Observer staffers are eligible.

8. Decision of the judges is final.
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